The fashion show **Allure 2019**, which means the quality of being attractive and exciting, took place on Thursday, 9<sup>th</sup> May 2019 in the Sir Shankar Lal Hall. To join us on this wonderful day as the Chief Guest was Ms. Shivani Wazir Pasrich, Former Miss India, an odissi dancer, a master of ceremonies, whose presence made the show even more fantastic. All models and designers had put in a lot of effort which was visible from their performance. Boys were dashed up and looking dapper as ever and the girls looked spectacular as they walked on the ramp. Our chief guest Ms. Shivani rightly commented that the show looked like as if she was flipping through a magazine and was no less than any fashion week. Overall the show was as our principal Dr. Vijay Datta said FANTABULOUS, meaning fantastic +fabulous.